
„Marina has easily found the diversity in emotion, 
softness and flexibility of interpretive ways in 
presenting the exact music content. She started from a 
desire and from her possibility to present the singing 
of verses in the sounds that happens and also in the 
opposite direction, so listening to this CD finally leads 
to the transformation of sounds into verses.”

From the review by Andrea Talmelli  
of the CD „di suoni in versi“ (2018)  

by Marina Popadić 

VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5NKfQlOFls&list=OLAK5uy_noGx5Y0vGJx7lt2lva_I0SJr2cIYcnGjA


“It is a remarkable interpretation of Marina Popadić 
who, in addition to being a refined pianist, is 
also a poet of exceptional intensity, which is best 
understood in the last three compositions of this CD, 
which have verses of very interesting lyrics.”

About the CD “di suoni in versi”  
by Marina Popadić (2018),  

Gian Paolo Minardi



“I listened to this CD with joy and admiration. 
Marina Popadić performs compositions by Talmelli 
with deep emotion and sophisticated technique. 
She can convey the character of each piece to the 
listener. It fully displays the character and message 
of contemporary music. Every compliment for this. 
The fact that Marina also wrote poems for some of the 
compositions allows her to go deeper into interpreting 
the music content.”

About the CD „di suoni in versi“  
by Marina Popadić (2018),  

Wilhelm Ohmen



“On this beautiful CD by Talmelli, who offers us 11 
compositions for solo piano, written over 40 years 
and inspired by songs or stories, some songs by the 
same Popadić, as well as works by Gianni D’Elia, 
Luigi Faroldi,  Kokaiashi Issa, Laura Mancinelli 
, Eveline Schaz, Hermann Hesse. The dates of 
some compositions are not marked, but stylistic 
homogeneity, a predisposition to translate sounds, 
symbols, poetic images into sounds, and a fantasy 
charge, is noticeable. At the same time, a deep 
connection with poetic verse is noticeable. The poetic 
texts are presented in a booklet contained in the CD, 
and some are very beautiful lyrics, such as those 
of Popadić, who is also a pianist and interpreter of 
refined sensibility on this CD.”

About the CD „di suoni in versi“  
by Marina Popadić (2018),  

Renzo Cresti


